VISITING SCHOLARS AND RESEARCHERS – CHERCHEURS VISITEURS

Mr CAGGIA Fausto (Italy), Professor, Università di Enna "Kore", Enna
Research topic: Private and comparative law
Research period: 9 June 2020 – onwards

Ms RODRIGUEZ DE LAS HERAS BALLELL Teresa (Spain), Professor, University Carlos III, Madrid
Research period: 1 September 2021 – onwards

Mr PROSPERI Eugenio (Italy), PhD candidate, University La Sapienza, Rome
Research topic: Law and economics of the secured credit. Analysis of UNCITRAL Model Law of 2016 and its applicability to the current Italian secured transactions’ system
Invited scholar - Research period: 1 March 2022 onwards

Mr RAHIMI Hessam Odin (Iran), LLM, University of Tehran
Research topic: The Cape Town Convention
Research period: 5 April – 30 June 2022

Mr LUPINU Pier Mario (Italy), PhD Candidate, University of Luxembourg and Roma Tre University (Cotutelle)
Research topic: Banking and Finance law
Research period: 26 April – 30 June 2022

Ms HELD Amy (Australia/United Kingdom), University Assistant/Assistant Professor, University of Vienna
Research topic: Property Law in the Digital Age: Abstract Data Assets in National and International Laws
Research period: 2 May - 31 July 2022

Mr SRIVASTAVA Siddharth (India), Advanced LLM, Leiden University
Research topic: Legislative Reforms for Contract Farming in India
Research period: 9 May – 24 June 2022

Mr ARAYA Ignacio (Chile), Assistant Professor, Universidad de Chile, Associate Professor, Universidad de Santiago de Chile
Research topic: Legal status of digital assets under Chilean law
Research period: 17 May - 9 July 2022

Ms REYES Carla (USA), Assistant Professor of Law, Southern Methodist University, Dedman College of Law
Research topic: The Role of Interdisciplinary Language in Legal Harmonisation
Invited scholar - Research period: 23 May – 5 July 2022
Mr JING Ziyuan (PRC), PhD candidate, China University of Political Science and Law, visiting researcher at Max-Planck Institute for Comparative and International Private Law, Hamburg
Research topic: The theory of division of real and obligatory rights
Research period: 1–30 June 2022

Ms ARGELICH COMELLES Cristina (Spain), Associate Professor, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
Research topic: Artificial Intelligence and Civil Law for online platforms
Research period: 1 June – 31 August 2022

Mr IOANNOU Ilias (Greece), PhD Candidate, Queen Mary University of London
Research topic: The legal and economic implications of using blockchain technology in container shipping
Research period: 6 June – 15 August 2022

Mr YANG Qi (PRC), PhD Candidate, Albert-Ludwigs-University of Freiburg
Research topic: Clausula rebus sic stantibus and the European Model Law on Private Law
Research period: 13–17 June 2022

Ms ROBINSON Nova (USA), Associate Professor, Seattle University
Research topic: Women’s history
Research period: 20–24 June 2022

INTERMITTENTLY / DE FAÇON INTERMITTENTE

Mr FABBIO Phillip (Italy), Professor, Mediterranea University of Reggio Calabria School of Law
Research topic: Comparative legal method
Research period: 21 May 2020 – onwards

Ms FARSHBAF KHOSHNAZAR Mahsa (Iran), PhD candidate, University La Sapienza, Rome
Research topic: Contract law and Arbitration
Research period: 6 November 2020 – 22 November 2022

Mr AGHAPOUR SABBAGH Younes (Iran), PhD candidate, University La Sapienza, Rome
Research topic: Contract law and Arbitration
Research period: 6 November 2020 – 22 November 2022

Mr ZHU Bowen (PRC), PhD candidate, University La Sapienza, Rome
Research topic: Comparative Private Law
Research period: 14 June 2021 – onwards

Mr ARJA Ihab (Jordan), PhD candidate, University La Sapienza, Rome
Research topic: The Cape Town Convention and its Aircraft Protocol
Research period: 19 January – December 2022

Mr FAUCEGLIA Domenico (Italy), Research Fellow, University of Rome Tor Vergata
Research topic: Foundation of Market Contracts
Research period: 24 January - 25 July 2022

Ms SANTARPIA Daniela (Italy), PhD, University of Rome Tor Vergata
Research topics: Contract Law / Tort Law
Research period: 24 January – 30 July 2022
Ms TATA Rita E.M. (Italy), PhD Candidate, Pontifical Lateran University, Rome
Research topic: International Contracts
Research period: March – October 2022

Ms BOVSUNOVSKA Kateryna (Ukraine), Master candidate, University of Vilnius
Research topic: Digital Assets
Research period: 7 – 15 February (remotely), 16 February – 31 August 2022

Ms HALDIMANN Orianna (Italy), Master candidate, University of Geneva
Research topic: Cultural Property
Research period: 1 March – 30 June 2022

Mr SKOPAC Andrea (Croatia), Master of Law, University of Rijeka
Research topic: Model Law on Factoring
Research period: 1 April – 30 June 2022

Ms WEISCHEDE Lea-Marie (Germany), Dr iur, Ludwig-Maximilians-University Munich, Legal trainee, Higher Regional Court Berlin
Research topic: Supply Chain Due Diligence, the Model law on Warehouse Receipts
Research period: 4 April – 30 June 2022

Ms COSTA Isabela (Brazil), Master, Universidade Federal de Pernambuco - UFPE
Research topic: Private law and agricultural development projects
Research period: 4 April – 30 June 2022

Ms RUHL Maja (Germany), PhD, Freiburg University
Research topic: Digital Assets and Private Law
Research period: 4 April – 30 June 2022

Ms MUHINDI Nduta (Kenya), Bachelor of Laws Candidate, Strathmore University Law School
Research topic: Bank Insolvency
Research period: 2 May to 31 July 2022

Mr VIVEROS Felipe (Colombia), Master Candidate, University of Cambridge
Research topic: Private Law and Agricultural Development Projects
Research period: 2 – 10 June 2022 (remotely), 13 – 17 June 2022

Ms XUAN Tao (PRC), PhD Candidate, Zhongnan University of Economics and Law (ZUEL)
Research topic: Best Practices for Effective Enforcement
Research period: 9 May – 26 July 2022

Ms GUR-ARIE Noa (USA), JD Candidate, New York University
Research topic: Model law on Warehouse receipts and other UNIDROIT projects
Research period: 16 May - 29 July 2022

Ms HU Qioali (PRC), Master, Zhongnan University of Economics and Law (ZUEL)
Research topic: Digital Assets and Private Law
Research period: 23 May – 19 August 2022

Mr BASZCZYK Mateusz (Poland), LLB Candidate, King’s College London
Research topic: Digital Assets and Private Law
Research period: 1 June – 31 August 2022
Ms COLUCCI Agnese (Italy), LLM Candidate, ITCILO/ University of Turin
Research topic: Legal Structure of Agricultural Enterprise
Research period: 13 June - 12 August 2022
Ms BETALLELUZ Ariana (Spain), Bachelor, University of Navarra
Research topic: Private Law and Agricultural Development projects,
UNIDROIT/IFAD Legal Guide on Agricultural Land Investment Contracts
Research period: 13 June – 12 August 2022

Ms DELORME Alexandra (France), Master Candidate, Paris II Panthéon-Assas University
Research topic: Cultural Property
Research period: 20 June – 19 August 2022